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Controlling ASR Expansion by Lithium Ion Pressurized Injection Method

Kazunori ERA*1

Keywords: ASR, Lithium ion, Pressurized injection, EPMA, TOF-SIMS

Recently, lithium ion pressurized injection method has been spotlighted as the repair method of concrete structure which deteriorated by ASR. In this study, the effect of lithium ion on ASR expansion was investigated. The elemental analysis of the ASR gel sample to which lithium ion had been supplied was also performed by using SEM, EPMA and TOF-SIMS. The change of the physical form of the ASR gel due to the supply of lithium ion was not found by SEM observation. However, the elemental analysis by TOF-SIMS enable to obtain the element mapping of the lithium ion in ASR gel. Furthermore, the elemental analysis by EPMA and TOF-SIMS demonstrated that lithium ion by the pressurized injection method has extended to the gel.

By pre-mixing Li ions in concrete with a reactive aggregate and a Li/Na mole ratio of 0.4, ASR expansion was found to be suppressed. Also, by adding Li ions into ASR-deteriorated concrete by pressurized injection to a Li/Na mole ratio of 0.4, ASR expansion after the injection was suppressed.

Although Li ions in the gel could not be detected by using EPMA, it was shown to be feasible by using TOF-SIMS, and elemental mapping was carried out.

Elemental mapping using EPMA and TOF-SIMS showed that Li ions introduced by pressurized injection are present in the gel. Also, the results of a quantitative elemental analysis indicated that the Li ion exists at a rate of the Li/Na molar ratio of 0.17 to 0.21 in gel.

![Figure 1: Expansion of concrete specimen](image1)

![Figure 2: Elemental analysis on Na, C, Si in ASR gel, aggregate and cement paste in concrete by EPMA(EDS)](image2)

![Figure 3: Elemental analysis on Li in ASR gel, aggregate and cement paste by TOF-SIMS](image3)
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1. Introduction
About maintaining and controlling the high level of quality of precast concrete members (hereafter called "PCa"), related systems and examples of methods were presented. The applicability of electromagnetic induction method to measurement of cover depths of PCa members was also studied.

2. Abstract
2-1. Quality Approval Systems for PCa Members
Introduction was made about the assessment of manufacturing and quality control capabilities at PCa plants, "Quality Approval Systems for PCa Members," which is conducted by Japan Prefabricated Construction Suppliers and Manufacturers Association to ensure the quality of PCa members.
PCa plants are set to maintain necessary capabilities to manufacture PCa members through the challenge of acquiring this quality approval and passing the subsequent assessment processes.

2-2. Examples of Quality Control Methods
Quality control in manufacturing PCa members focuses on eliminating consumer's risks. The risk is attributed primarily to human errors made by inspectors. Several examples of the recent human error preventive measures were introduced.

3. Cover Depth Control by Electromagnetic Induction Method
Its applicability was studied by understanding basic performance of the measuring equipment using electromagnetic induction method, the influence of reinforcement bar layouts and binding wires, and the tendency when applied to cover depth measurement of PCa members.
As a result, the study revealed that careful attention should be paid to the following: the accuracy of estimated cover depths deteriorates where the reinforcement bar in a measurement spot is close to other bars or hardware, and quantitative analyses are difficult where cover depths are over 80 mm, the applicable range of electromagnetic induction method.

4. Summary
Accuracy Improvement of quality control of PCa members will require consistent initiatives for human error prevention, with the effective use of non-destructive inspection, such as electromagnetic induction method, taken into consideration where necessary as a next step to future improvement.

Fig.1 Example of PCa members of column
Fig.2 Comparison of cover depths before and after concrete placing (Example of column member)
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Research and Development on Concrete Pavement that Allows Early Opening to Traffic
—1 DAY PAVE—

Junichi NODA*1, Yutaka ANDO*2 and Masashi KOYANAGAWA*3

Keywords: 1 DAY PAVE, Concrete pavement, Early opening to traffic, Skid resistance, Test pavement, Flexural strength, Surface smoothness

The JCA committee on Pavement examined the concrete pavement (We call it “1DAY PAVE” as follows.) that a traffic opening was enabled in curing period of less than 1 day with general materials. We found a kind of the cement, a curing condition and a mix proportion condition by a laboratory test. Moreover we carried out two test pavements and confirmed their placeability and their change of surface conditions of in-service road. Table -1 shows the mix proportion of 1DAY PAVE concrete.

About 1DAY PAVE concrete, becoming dull at fresh time was not confirmed by the visual observation. The flexural strength was 4.7N/mm² in a day. The skid resistance value of the 1DAY PAVE concrete was 88 BPN.

We carried out the test pavement of 1DAY PAVE on the yard road in the Kumagaya factory of Taiheiyo Cement Corp. Co., Ltd. in May, 2009. The pavement section consists of mechanical stabilized base of thickness 20cm and 1DAY PAVE concrete surface course of thickness 20cm. The joint spacing is 6m as well as the joint spacing of an existing concrete pavement. The scale of the examination pavement is 256m² of 64m in length and 4m in width. The execution speed of the concrete pave was about 12.8m/h and it was about 75 hours in time from a traffic regulation to a traffic opening (actual work 42 hours). Figure -1 shows the execution situation. The flexural strength was 5.69N/mm² in a day. As the result, it was assumed that the flexural strength reached the traffic opening strength in about 15 hours. The surface smoothness was 1.93mm before the traffic opening and it was 1.99mm in one year later. In addition, as a result of investigation one year later, quantity of rutting was 1.30mm and there was no joint faulting. The skid resistance was less than 0.3 μ at a certain measurement point. We evaluated the influence that the time of the broom marks on the ground finish gave to the improvement of the skid resistance in laboratory test. The test body which imitated a road surface of the examination pavement was less than BPN value 50 by the abrasion of the tire after 15,000 rounds by the rotary ravelling test machine, but the test body which was able to delay the broom marks on the ground insertion time was in a healthy state. From these results, we found the possibility that could improve the skid resistance by delaying the broom marks on the ground insertion time.

In Uji River dike sky edge paving work (Kyoto Fushimi-ku side main thoroughfare district), we carried out the test pavement of 1 DAY PAVE in February, 2011. The execution scale is 30m in length, 3m in width and joint spacing 5m. We did not use the wire meshes and the dowel bars. The pavement section consists of the base of thickness 10cm using a hydraulic mechanically stabilized slag and the concrete surface course of thickness 20cm. Three pieces of curing sheet were used for thermal effect. The execution speed was 20.0m/h at the same level as the yard examination pavement. The flexural strength was 3.94N/mm², and it was higher than the traffic opening strength. In addition, the surface smoothness was 2.15mm. There was no crack and the road surface condition was good. The skid resistance value was 0.39 μ. We are going to confirm how the skid resistance value changes in the future.

Table-1  Mix proportion of 1 DAY PAVE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>W/C</th>
<th>s/a</th>
<th>Unit Content (kg/m³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>W        C        S   G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>155      443     733  1012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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We describe a new technique of mortar spraying method, or shotcrete method using thixotropic mortar, to enable a long range pumping operation using lightweight hose at low pressure which was not made possible by means of existing techniques.

Mortar material gains thixotropy when it has thixotropic material added. Specifically, being pressurized during pumping, mortar material releases a moderate amount of water, which was contained inside by thixotropic material, decreasing in viscosity, thus reducing its friction resistance against the hose inner surface. After pumping has been done, the material gets released from the pressure, which in turn lets the thixotropic material absorb water again, thus the viscosity restores to its original state. By taking advantage of this phenomenon induced by the difference in pressure environments where water coming in and going out of the thixotropic material, long range pumping becomes a reality. As a result, we realized pumping over 1,000 m using 1.5 inch hose at a maximum pressure of 3.0 MPa or even lower.

To obtain thixotropic mortar, we mixed cement and thixotropic material at a mass ratio of 64.5 : 35.5, cement and fine aggregate at a volume ratio of 1:1, keeping the additive mass ratio of highly-effective water reducing agent to powder (cement and thixotropic material) at 0.5% to 2.0% and mass ratio of water to powder at 40.4%. At the tip of spray nozzle, we mixed quick setting agent at a volume ratio of 3% to 5% to the mortar material.

Our execution technique is to mix mortar material, quick setting agent and compressed air together at the nozzle tip to spray the mixture. The mixing ratio of mortar material to quick setting agent is automatically controlled by a panel computer. Execution flow is illustrated in Fig.1.

We describe a long range pumping operation based on our test and its result. We mounted a pressure gage every 100 m on a 1,000 m long, 1.5 inch broad hose to visually check the gage pressure while performing pumping at a specified flow. The flow rate was set at 10 to 50 liter per minute as the test conditions. The test result (Fig.2) indicates the pump root pressure of 2.6 MPa at zero meters under the condition of 50 liter per minute flow, whereas the maximum pumping flow at execution is 50 liter per minute. This result proves that pumping over 1,000 m is feasible at a pump root pressure of 3.0 MPa or less.
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Shotcrete Method Using Thixotropic Mortar for Long-Range Pumping Over 1000 Meters

Tatsuya SASATANI*1, Hiromi FUJIWARA*2, Kazuhiko NAGASAWA*3 and Tadashi HAMAGO*4
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We describe a new technique of mortar spraying method, or shotcrete method using thixotropic mortar, to enable a long range pumping operation using lightweight hose at low pressure which was not made possible by means of existing techniques.

Mortar material gains thixotropy when it has thixotropic material added. Specifically, being pressurized during pumping, mortar material releases a moderate amount of water, which was contained inside by thixotropic material, decreasing in viscosity, thus reducing its friction resistance against the hose inner surface. After pumping has been done, the material gets released from the pressure, which in turn lets the thixotropic material absorb water again, thus the viscosity restores to its original state. By taking advantage of this phenomenon induced by the difference in pressure environments where water coming in and going out of the thixotropic material, long range pumping becomes a reality. As a result, we realized pumping over 1,000 m using 1.5 inch hose at a maximum pressure of 3.0 MPa or even lower.

To obtain thixotropic mortar, we mixed cement and thixotropic material at a mass ratio of 64.5 : 35.5, cement and fine aggregate at a volume ratio of 1:1, keeping the additive mass ratio of highly-effective water reducing agent to powder (cement and thixotropic material) at 0.5% to 2.0% and mass ratio of water to powder at 40.4%. At the tip of spray nozzle, we mixed quick setting agent at a volume ratio of 3% to 5% to the mortar material.

Our execution technique is to mix mortar material, quick setting agent and compressed air together at the nozzle tip to spray the mixture. The mixing ratio of mortar material to quick setting agent is automatically controlled by a panel computer. Execution flow is illustrated in Fig.1.

We describe a long range pumping operation based on our test and its result. We mounted a pressure gage every 100 m on a 1,000 m long, 1.5 inch broad hose to visually check the gage pressure while performing pumping at a specified flow. The flow rate was set at 10 to 50 liter per minute as the test conditions. The test result (Fig.2) indicates the pump root pressure of 2.6 MPa at zero meters under the condition of 50 liter per minute flow, whereas the maximum pumping flow at execution is 50 liter per minute. This result proves that pumping over 1,000 m is feasible at a pump root pressure of 3.0 MPa or less.

![Diagram](image-url)

**Fig.2 Pressure measurement under various flow conditions in 1,000 pumping**
Large amount of Fly-Ash (FA) was applied to the concrete of CFT elements of the building as well as to the mass concrete of the underground structure. The overall quality of structural members was improved by the positive effect of FA concrete such as the improvement of flowability of fresh concrete, reduction of heat of hydration and increase of water-tightness performance of hardened concrete. Furthermore, preserving the quality of fly-ash helped supply stable FA ready-mixed concrete of excellent quality throughout the execution period.

**Keywords:** Fly-Ash, Mass Concrete, CFT (Concrete-Filled Steel Tube), Enviromental load reduction, heat of hydration, thermal crack
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**Aggressive Application of Fly-ash in Concrete to Reduce Environmental Burden and Improve Quality of Structural Members of Buildings**

—Record Case of the Denki Building Kyosoukan Site—

Souichiro KAJIMOTO*1, Dohei TAKAGI*2, Tessho KAMETANI*3 and Tadashi KOMIKADO*4
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**Table 1**  search result of Crack

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crack range (m.m)</th>
<th>number</th>
<th>opening</th>
<th>other than opening</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>~ below 0.1mm</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>more than 0.1mm~ below 0.2mm</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>more than 0.2mm~ below 0.3mm</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>more than 0.3mm~ below 0.4mm</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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Design and Construction of Kumakawa Bridge on Joban Expressway
Kimihiro ABE*1, Hidenori FUJITA*2, and Hiroshi TAKEMURA*3
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1. Introduction
Kumakawa Bridge (Fig-1) is a three-span PC box-girder bridge using corrugated steel web on Joban Expressway across the Kumakawa River in Okuma town, Fukushima prefecture. Using corrugated steel web enables to reduce the girder weight because they replace heavy concrete web and to lessen site works. It also unnecessitates rebar installation and formwork for concrete web. The bridge length is 259.0m and the central span length is 118.0m, which is the longest span for corrugated steel web bridges in Tohoku branch of East Nippon Expressway Co.

2. Design
We designed the sections on the piers with concrete web. By doing so, the volume of steel is largely reduced because concrete diaphragms unnecessitate high and thick steel webs there. It has economical merit compared with using corrugated steel web for the sections.

Since the sections on the piers had massive concrete whose strength was 40N/mm², there was a great concern of harmful thermal cracks. Therefore, the sections on the piers were designed to reduce concrete volume by adopting hollow cross section. Fig-2 shows the adopted section that reduced concrete volume by about 32m³.

Concrete for the sections on the piers was placed in three stages to lessen the concrete volume per pour and to lower the temperature of concrete. Furthermore, air-cooling was carried out at the second lift to lower the temperature of concrete further. Expansive concrete was adopted for upper slab at the third lift to prevent concrete cracking.

The effects of these steps were confirmed by thermal stress analysis.

3. Construction
Kumakawa Bridge was constructed by balanced cantilever erection. During the erection, daily average temperature needs to be higher than 4℃ for grouting work. But it was below 4℃ in winter at the construction area when the cantilever erection was carried out. Therefore, grouting had not been conducted for four months until daily average temperature went up to over 4℃. While there was no grout in the sheath, humidity control system for PC strands by sending air was carried out to prevent rust from occurring.

The camber calculation for the cantilever erection was conducted by using measured young’s modulus and unit weight of concrete, and also considered shear deformation of girder.

Expansive concrete was adopted to slabs in the mid-span jointing segment, the upper slab in side span constructed with hanging scaffolding and concrete guardrails as well as the upper slab of the sections on the piers to prevent concrete cracking.

Fig.1 Kumakawa Bridge

Fig.2 Form of column capital
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